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Type N – Two Words With Most Opposite Meaning
In these questions you must find the two words that are most opposite in
meaning. There must be one from the first group and one from the second
group. Write the two words in the final column.
Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

up, ahead, jump
night, day, dark
hear, listen, heed
swept, tidy, heaped
meat, salad, vegetarian
exercise, muscle, healthy
up, across, out
wild, space, will
grow, medicine, kill
safe, cautious, road
side, behind, inside
narrow, row, marrow
separate, divide, part
con, confused, fused
compliment, nasty, come
by, bye, buy
juice, home, jeopardy
pure, purée, purify
sent, deliver, agreement
foolish, fool, full
wet, healthy, wealthy

down, forwards, hop
light, evening, sun
ignore, skip, eavesdrop
clean, messy, piled
stew, carnivore, dinner
ill, energetic, jump
down, in, behind
tame, time, lively
cure, tablets, damage
care, cross, dangerous
in, outside, face
window, wide , down
together, gather, get
clear, see, sea
complain, confuse, rude
sell, cell, seal
danger, dagger, safety
pollute, clean, tidy
denial, den, post
sense, sensible, able
pour, poor, damp
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up, down
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ANSWERS – Type N two words with most opposite meaning
Example
1
2
3

up, ahead, jump
night, day, dark
hear, listen, heed
swept, tidy, heaped

down, forwards, hop
light, evening, sun
ignore, skip, eavesdrop
clean, messy, piled

4

meat, salad, vegetarian

stew, carnivore, dinner

5
6
7
8

exercise, muscle, healthy
up, across, out
wild, space, will
grow, medicine, kill

ill, energetic, jump
down, in, behind
tame, time, lively
cure, tablets, damage

9

safe, cautious, road

care, cross, dangerous

10
11

side, behind, inside
narrow, row, marrow

in, outside, face
window, wide , down

12

separate, divide, part

together, gather, get

13

con, confused, fused

clear, see, sea

14

compliment, nasty, come

complain, confuse, rude

15

by, bye, buy

sell, cell, seal

16

juice, home, jeopardy

danger, dagger, safety

17

pure, purée, purify

pollute, clean, tidy

18

sent, deliver, agreement

denial, den, post

19

foolish, fool, full

sense, sensible, able

20

wet, healthy, wealthy

pour, poor, damp
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up, down
dark, light
heed, ignore
tidy, messy
vegetarian,
carnivore
well, ill
up, down
wild, tame
kill, cure
safe,
dangerous
inside, outside
narrow, wide
separate,
together
confused,
clear
compliment,
complain
buy, sell
jeopardy,
safety
purify, pollute
agreement,
denial
foolish,
sensible
wealthy, poor

